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In the City of Heroes, masked and caped heroes are seen as the tireless protectors of the helpless. In
the eyes of law enforcement, though, they will always be seen as vigilantes and criminals, no different
than the evil that they fight.
But when power corrupts the men and women of law enforcement, these vigilantes are all that prevent
the city from falling into a fascist police state. Now they must stand together and fight for justice.

For the past few years, the Paragon City Police have quietly brought back the worst
of their worst, the infamous “Blue Dog Squad”. Operating more like gang members
than professional law enforcers, the Blue Dogs have struck fear and terror into the
residents of the Kings Row district.
Street vigilantes like Jason Knight have been trying hard to bring the Blue Dogs to
justice, but they are stymied at every corner by a not-so-unbiased judicial system and
by an ever-decreasing amount of legal resources at their disposal.
Now Deputy Police Chief Thomas Wield has shut down the Architect Entertainment
building in Kings Row, one of the two major attractions for heroes in that district.
This gives Jason Knight only a few days before he may be forced to vacate from his
lair, secretly located in the middle of that building.
Then, just when things could not get worse, he is rendered unconscious by the
mercenary enforcer known as Despair.

Task Force Twilight #02 is created using material collected through the City of Heroes Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Game.
Copyright © 2004-2012 This story is a not-for-profit independent derivative work of the City of Heroes Game. All original rights
are reserved by NCsoft and Paragon Studios. NCSoft, the interlocking NC logo, Paragon Studios, City of Heroes, City of
Villains, and all associated logos and designs are trademarks or registered trademarks of NCsoft Corporation and Paragon
Studios. Cryptic Studios is a trademark of Cryptic Studios, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
Battlerock Comics is a subsidiary of Get Brutal Productions. Neither Battlerock Comics nor Get Brutal Productions makes any
claim on above mentioned content. Sin Stalker is the creation of Joseph Cohn and JK Comics and appears with permission.
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New York City
Universe XHT-S7

You got what
you wanted...

1999

now let. Her. go.
It was a different
world and a
lifetime ago.
But it still
haunts me.

Funny kid...

I think he’s
crazy if he
expects us to
simply walk
away with two
witnesses still
breathing.

Thinks he’s a
he-ro.
You think he’s
funny, biff?

They called
themselves the
Clown Commandos.

Nothing special
about them. They
just robbed banks
dressed like clowns.

My mentor and legal
Guardian, Damian
Wilson, would tell
me how many times he
would shut them
down as MidKnight.

Back then I was
just a kid named
Jason Rich.

Last chance.
Let her go.
Now.

I wasn’t a hero
like him, but I
wanted to be one.
But the city was in
the middle of chaos,
and MidKnight could
not be everywhere at
once.

Normally he’d
be the one
staring them
down.
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I think I’ll just
waste her while
you watch.

Damian trained me. He
taught me everything he
knew about dealing with
criminals.

But not so I
could work with
him, though. He
made that clear.

It was for when I would have to replace him.
Say Bye-bye
little momma!

I placed myself in
front of the
hostage, and then I
placed the clown in
front of his buddy.

The second clown
didn’t have a shot,
so he had to
watch me put down
the first one.

There’s just one
problem...

You stupid
little shit!

The second clown
didn’t take the
opportunity to
run like he
should have done.

He just waited
for the first
clown to drop.
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I could feel the shotgun
slug hit me like no fist
ever could. I could
smell the bitter smoke
of the blast.

AIEEEEE!!!

And then... Nothing.

I was dead.

No heaven. No
hell. Just dead.

Somewhere in Paragon City, RI.

Primal universe - now

Hate having my
first life and death
flash before me.
Need to know where
I am and what
condition I’m in.

My head hurts. My
eyes are swollen.

I’m missing my
jacket, my mask,
and my belt.

My gloves are
gone, fingers
stomped on,
some broken.

I’m not in the sewers,
but they’re nearby.
Still underground,
probably a cavern.

Jason Knight
(Drake Grey)
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My knees are
smashed, but
they’re not
broken.

My attacker...
He’s standing
in front of me.

I can smell the
stench of the
sewers on him.

Despair
Problem-solver

I know you are
awake... And that
you are trying
to assess your
situation.

I... know who
you are...
Despair.
Wh.. Why am I
still alive?

Because I had promised
that you will not die
until you know Despair.

You’re a smart man,
Mister Knight.

I am a man of my word.

You already know
the answer.
W-who?
Who
Hired...

*UNNF!*
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Skyway City

nn.. Why...?
Hours later...

You have reached
the secretary of
Cassandra dare.
Ms. Dare is...

No, I thought you
were one of the
folks at my day
job. What’s up?

Oh, good
morning Grace.

Cassandra Dare
Aka Cardinal Syn

No, I haven’t heard
from Drake since
the other day.

No, he didn’t say
anything about being
tied up all night.
Well, I’m sure he must
have a good reason to
not be there for your
brunch date.

Tell you what...

It’s probably just
something stupid like he
was working late in the
lair and forgot to set
his alarm.

I’ll take a
shower, get
dressed, and then
head over to the
A.E. building and
check with Drake
to see what’s up.

Well... he’s been doing
that a lot lately.
Right... I’ll call you
back in a little bit. Bye.
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Damn you
Jason!

That’s the problem
with superhero
relationships.
The mask becomes
your own mistress.

I know you
care about
Daybright, but
you can’t treat
her like that!

Oh well.. Coffee...
Shower... Trip to
Kings Row...

Paragon Police Headquarters

Kings Row

“Thanks again
for getting
me out, sir.”

I told you
before, Bear...
Your brothers
in blue will
always have
your back.

Just keep low
until we can
get the charges
dismissed.

Hey, no prob.
I’ll just
hang with my
buds ‘til I
hear back.

And... Thank
you... For
everything
that you’ve
done for us.

Deputy Chief Thomas Wield

Lawdog

Paragon City Police

(Benjamin “Bear” Lawton)

Hmm... Funny.
He made it
sound like I
wasn’t gonna
come back.
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Just down the street...

Hopefully I
should be
able to knock
on the door...

Cassandra
Dare. I’m here
to see Drake
Grey. I’m
told that he’s
still working
inside.

This is a
secure area.
Identify
yourself.

Okay, well, is
there any way
someone can get
Drake Grey out
here so I can talk
with him?

This facility was
closed on orders
of the Paragon City
Police Department.
Access is not
permitted.

Thank you for
your prompt
cooperation.
This facility
is closed.

Support your
local police.

Please depart
or you will be
teleportarrested for
trespassing
and failure to
obey a police
drone.

Well I can’t get
in through the
front door.

But I happen
to know an
indirect way
inside.
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What peeepole need
to understand is
that our dedicated
members of laaaw
enforcement are
protected because
of a legal doctrine
called “qualified
immunity.”

PNN Legal Expert - Nan Bracer

Under Feeederal
criminal code 42
U.S.C. Section 1983,
no member of law
enforcement can be
held liiable for
their actions while
carrying out their
official duties.

Police Protected From prosecution

Now... What this
meeeeans... is that
as long as the
police are doooing
their jobs, they
can’t be charrrged
with a crime that
may have happened
durrring the course
of their jobs.

So if they accidentally
kill someone in the
course of their
actions, or they end up
seizing something that
could later be
determined to be
improper... They caaan’t
be charged for it.

Should The police Be Immune? Sound Off At PNN.Para/Forum

Ooobviously this
sets the bar
pretty high when
it comes to
holding those
officers to
account when they
do something
that cooould be
seen as improper.

PNN Legal Expert - Nan Bracer

However, the
alternaaative is
farrrr worse!
A society mired in
anarchy because
the police would
be afraaaaid to
enforce the law,
lest they be sued!

NaN Bracer Defends Police Abuse

The police are quite
literally the ooonly
thing that separate us
from sinking into pure
anarchy and chaos.

That is, of course, my
view, and we welcome
yours.

As such... We should be
giving them eeeeeevery
bit the benefit of doubt
that they knoooow what
is right for us.

Please join in the
discussion at P-N-Ndot-Para-slash-Forum
and look for the poll
where you can vote on
which side you support
between the vigilantes
and the police.

The views of Nan Bracer do not necessarily reflect those of PNN
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“Level 13” of the AE building
in Kings Row...

Okay... Not the
preferred way I’d
want to use to get
here, but I’m in.

Hate using the
sewers!

Cardinal Syn
(Cassandra Dare)

Jason Knight
is not here,
Miss
Casandra.

Jason?
Are you
in here?

Sentry!

Where is he?
The last time
Mister Jason was
here, he was
informed that
Officer Lawton,
a.k.a. “Lawdog”, was
released on bail.

Daybright
said he didn’t
show up for
their brunch
date.

Mister Jason was
adamant about not
having any kind of
tracking device on
his body.

And... Jason went
to confront him,
of course.*
I’ve never asked
before, but did
Jason have a way
for you to track
where he is?

He was concerned
about others using
it against him.

(* Last issue)
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Mister Jason had
that feature
disabled from his
ID soon after he
activated the lair.

How about his
Guardian ID?
That has a builtin tracker for the
emergency
medical teleport.

Of course he did...
Damn you Jason!

A blog written by an
“officer Friendly” claims
that Mister Jason paid the
“Cop Shack” a visit after
Officer Lawton’s release.

That sounds like
something that would
happen.
The cops wouldn’t do
something stupid like
try to off Jason in a
place like that with
all of those other
cops in attendance.

The article goes on to
say that after some
bantering and threats,
Mister Jason left the
establishment to the
heckling of the officers.

That’s why they
hide behind
disguises like
their “Blue Dog”
outfits when they
want to get their
hands dirty.*

Not all cops
are bad.
Someone there
would have a
conscience.
Someone would
be willing to
speak up.

(* “Furia and the guardians” #23)

I need you to access
the police network
through that “hack”
Jason set up.

That will be a
very long list,
Miss Cassandra.

I need names. Cops
and criminals.
Anyone that might
have a grudge
against Jason.

Can’t be helped. He’s
not making it easy
for either of us to
find him.
And if I’m going to
do this old-school,
I’ll need some
places to start.
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Universe XHT-S7
New York City.... Then.

‘scuse me...
You ok?

You look
like... You
just walked
out of that
crypt.

I... ARRRGH!!
There was a
robbery... A
woman... Is
she okay?

I wouldn’t
know...

I’m sorry... I... I’m
a little rattled.

St. John’s
cemetery... An’ I
don’t know how
you got here.

Where are we? How
did I get here?

... But it’s
probably th’
safest place t’ be
right now.

What do you
mean “killed”?

Things are crazy
out there since
MidKnight was
killed.

What
happened to
MidKnight?

Or... ‘least that’s
what they say.
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Now...

Ignore the
pain...

Enough
dreams...

Have to try
to move...

Ignore the
broken bones...

Sloppy!
Need to rest
more...

My hands-free
comlink... It’s
still in my ear.

Wait...

*ooffff...*

Despair never
checked...
Sloppy of him.

Elsewhere...

Guardians of the Dawn base
Talos Island

And I know him
long enough to
know that this
is not the first
time he’s gone
“off the grid”
on a whim and
without notice.

If there’s anyone
that would know
Jason more than
me, it would be
you and Galatea.

Ryder Lightning
(Bart Wallace)

Believe me, I
understand, Syn.

That doesn’t
make things any
easier.

All we can do at
this point is hope
that he’ll either
find some way to
contact us, or he
just shows up.

I can’t help but
feel that he’s in
trouble and
needs us.
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Hook and Anchor Bar (And illegal Casino)

YO! Where is
everyone?

Independence Port

You don’t need
to throw a
surprise party
for me!

We do not need
witnesses for
what happens
next.

They are not here.
I sent them away.

You mean
when I--

*AAK!*

When you learn
Jason Knight was
right all along
about who would
end you.

*NNF!*
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On the outskirts of the city...

Welcome to
Paragon City.
This is a
secured entry
for residents
and authorized
personnel.

Please display
your ID if you are
a resident.
If you are a
registered hero,
please provide
your hero name as
it is displayed on
your hero ID card.

My name is
Sundown.

Does that...
Satisfy...
Your
curiosity?

I am a registered
hero from
Oklahoma City.

Sundown
Warshade

Welcome to Paragon
City, Sundown.

Not likely.

We hope you enjoy
your stay.
Support your local
police.

Lieutenant, we
just got a
report that
Sundown has
entered the
city limits!

Sundown?

Oh Jeez!
As if we need
that kind of
shitstorm!
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I see that you
tried to leave.

That is why I did
not restrain you
after rendering
you unconscious.

I don’t blame you
for trying.
I expected
you to try.

To give you the
illusion of hope.

Hope you don’t
mind the blood.

You might as well
sit up. I decided
to give you back
your things.

I paid lawdog a
visit and I needed
something to wipe
off the mess that I
made With my boot.

You...
Killed
him?

The police will get
an anonymous tip
about his death.
They will find your
dead body with his
blood all over it.

You knew I would.
But that is not
how the story
will go.

They will say that they
cornered you in the building
above us, that you resisted
arrest and they had no choice
but to beat you to death.

Lawdog will be a canonized as
a martyr, and you will be
forever damned as a cop killer.

Justifiable homicide.

You will die knowing there is
nothing you can do to stop
what is already happening.

That Is... Despair.
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So you... expect
me to just walk up
that mound to the
building above
us... so you can...
kill me and...
complete your
plan?

Whether or not you
do is irrelevant. I
can kill you here and
carry you up there.

You have it... all
worked out.
You win... no
matter what I do.

I am a professional,
Mister Knight.
Of course.

That is why I was
hired to do this.

*AK!*

Handful of sand
at my feet...

Buys me enough
time to run.

*NNF!*

Running is
pointless,
Mister Knight.

Ignore the pain
screaming at
me to stop.

Even if you get
away, you will
still be damned
as a cop killer.

Ignore the
broken bones.
Move, Jason!

Force them to
obey me!

Just move!
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Back to the
sewers...

My knees are
already
starting to
buckle...

Almost
there...

There go
the knees...

I can hear you
trying to run.
You can’t, can you?

That’s it!

*crackle*

Get up Jason!
One last time!

Despair’s plan
relies on me being
found beaten to
death to justify
how I die.
S-s-sentry...

*zz* yes Mi-ter Jas--*zz*?

“Hand... Of... God”

Let’s see them
justify this...
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Hmm...

No matter...

Unexpected.

Jason Knight is no
longer a problem.
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Some time later...

Jason?
Sentry, where
is Jason?

Jason! I got
your call!

Mister Jason
is not here.

Then
how...?

I did.

Jason Knight
didn’t summon
you here.

Sin Stalker
Justice-Knights

A few months
ago, Jason
contacted me and
asked we meet.

You know what’s
happening.
The cops, the
hostility, The
blue Dogs.
It’ll come to a
head soon.

I have a
favor to
ask of you.

Something is
going to happen
to me, and When
the time comes,
I’ll need someone
that I can trust.
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This is...
His... Mask.

... I’m sorry.

No...no-no-no
-no-no-nono-no-no-no
-no-no-nono-no-no-

It was found
next to a badlyburned body in
the sewers three
miles away.

noooaaaaaaaa...
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*Sniff*
Help me.

Sentry: Play
his message.

I can’t.
He only asked me
to do this and
one more task.

“Cardinal Syn.”
“Cassandra...”

“I know it’s hard
to accept my
death, which is
why I asked Sin
Stalker to find
me in the event
something did
happen.”

“If you are
hearing this,
then Sin Stalker
has found my
body and broken
the news to you.”

“What I ask of
you will be the
hardest thing
you will do.”

“Do not
confirm or
deny rumors
of my death.”
“Let them be
just that...
Rumors.”

“Don’t seek
vengeance for
my death.”

“Instead of vengeance,
I need you to seek
justice.”

“When my mentor died on
my world, his last
message to me was the
same... Don’t make this
about vengeance. Make
this about justice.”

“This needs
to be more
than just
about me.”

“Vengeance makes it
about the victim. It
becomes personal.”
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“I know what
you’re going
to say next...”

“This needs to be
about justice.”

I can’t do this
by myself.
“Bring the people
behind it all to
justice.”

“... And I won’t
ask you to do
this on your
own.”

“I have asked Sentry to
assemble a list of
active heroes that will
be able to assist you as
part of a task force.”

“Some of the names
you are familiar with.
Some I even asked you
to look into for me.”

“There are some members
of the Guardians of the
Dawn included, but it
must be clear that this
should not be a
Guardian operation.”

“The Guardians of the
Dawn represent hope
for tomorrow. They
must not be mired in
what you have to do.”

“Once this recording
began, Sentry was
instructed to unlock
the task force files
for your eyes only.”
“There are only five
people alive that I
trust. You are one of
them. You can guess
the other four.”

“Everything I know
until the last time I
was in the lair is now
available to you.”

“I know you will
validate my trust
in you to carry
on my fight.”
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Sin Stalker...

*sniff* I...

Yeah... Of
course...

All files
regarding the
Paragon City
Police Department
and the Blue Dog
Squad are now
accessible.

I hope there’s an
entry in there
about how to
sneak away like
those guys do...

It is highly unlikely
such an entry
exists, Miss
Cassandra.

Fine.
Let’s start there.

Oh my god...
How long have
they gotten
away with this?

Next:
Assemble the
Task Force!
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Words of wisdom from writer and creator David 2.

A Sensitive Matter
“Task Force Twilight” deals with what some people consider to be a very touchy
issue: police brutality.
Over the past few years, there has been an increased focus on police abuses and the
deaths that have resulted from them. Whether or not those deaths at the hands of
the police were justified has been and probably will continue to be a matter of
contention for some people. For some others, it’s simply a matter of which “color”
matters... Or, to be accurate, which one “matters more”.
To be clear: all lives are supposed to matter. The problem is that they aren’t.
We are also supposed to respect the police and the thankless job that they do. The
problem is that sometimes that “respect” is not reciprocated. This is a group that is
becoming increasingly militarized, with an increased bunker mentality, and with
the increased fear of threats unheard of just two decades ago. That is not a good
combination, especially when the result is treating everyone else as the enemy.
Police officers are human beings. They have human feelings and human failings.
They are not gods with guns. All of the training in the world will not give them the
wisdom to behave appropriately in every situation and not take the tremendous
power that they are given to their heads.
This is not an issue about race, but of power granted and how it is wielded. And
the failure we have to face is how to deal with that power is when it is abused.
The United States Criminal Code that Nan Bracer mentions in this issue is real.
That is the specific code that gives members of law enforcement immunity from
prosecution, and it is the real reason why it is next to impossible to prosecute police
when they do abuse their power.
We are told over and over again to let “the system” deal with police abuses, but as I
just pointed out, “the system” not only fails the public, but does so by design. And
then the masses are simply told to “accept it and move on”. There is no justice in
that. That is the hallmark of tyranny.
It’s no wonder, then, why you have people protesting this blatant injustice in
various non-violent ways. You may hate it, but it is far better for them to act by
taking a knee than in taking it upon themselves to do what the system fails to do.
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Continues on next page...

Continued from previous page...

The scenes of police abuse seen here in this series and also in “Furia and the
Guardians” are those kinds of abuses taken to the next level, but they still are
based on real-life abuses that go and have gone unpunished simply because the
criminals have a badge.
Because this series takes place in the fictional world of the now-defunct “City of
Heroes” MMORPG, we have a world where heroes and superheroes work with
the police, often doing what the police cannot, with similar powers and
immunities from prosecution. In certain campy circles, this is seen as having
“another layer” of “duly deputized officers of the law”. However, seen from the
eyes of the local police, these masks and capes are nothing short of a threat to
their own power structure.
Imagine an outside group of people who do the same things you do, with the
same authority as you, and also have the power to hold you to account when you
do wrong. Would you be willing to welcome that with open arms? I’m thinking
for most of you, the answer would be “no”.
To be clear: there are plenty of police officers and other law enforcement agents
that are decent people and go above and beyond the call of duty and do
everything they can to help people. Unfortunately, all of the good deeds and acts
of charity that they do are nullified when one of their own uses their government
-granted power as a third-world thug.
And, unlike the comics, the real world does not have a group of heroes who
would be able to step in and fix this problem. This is a real-world issue that we
have to address on our own.

With Jason Knight gone,
Cardinal Syn must now assemble
the Task Force that she will need
to bring down the Blue Dogs.
But things are just about to get
even more complicated for the
heroes.
Will another hero pay the price
for the death of Lawdog?
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